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Abstract. In this research, a new layout style, ‘Nodes of Eﬀects and/or
Way through for TYing Particular Elements (NeWTYPe)’, for displaying
genealogy with assisted reproductive technologies (ART) that include a
sperm/ovum donor and/or a surrogate mother using our WHIteBasE
method is proposed. The NeWTYPe is a node with symbols; ‘Arrow’,
‘Pipe’, and ‘Arrow and Pipe’. Using the NeWTYPe, complex relations
of the ART can be understood easily. Note that previous WHIteBasE
method has perfectly been able to integrate each relation that includes a
married couple and their children, and has been able to display complex
relations with segment intersections and various layout styles easily, and
also, our JaBBRoW method for abbreviating some jointed relations on
the WHIteBasE has been proposed. As a result, displaying both regular
complex genealogy and the ART can be realized simultaneously. Our
improved software that can display the NeWTYPe automatically and
seamlessly by only mouse operations is presented.
Keywords: Family Trees, Pedigrees, Sperm or Ovum Donor, Surrogate
Mother, GEDCOM, WHIteBasE
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Introduction

There is a lot of genealogy display software these days[1]-[18]. However, almost all
of them cannot display complex relations perfectly. In the case of writing complex
genealogy on paper media, one individual is written only once in most cases using
segment intersections and various layout styles. In contrast, in the case of using
the software, one individual is often displayed in multiple places because the
software considers no complex layouts even if GEDCOM[19], a de facto standard
for recording genealogy data exchange format, can store them perfectly. These
displaying results are very diﬃcult to understand complex relations correctly.
To cope with the diﬃculty, new genealogy display software has already been
proposed on our previous research by using the WHIteBasE (Widespread Hands

Fig. 1. A regular family layout in genealogy Fig. 2. Connection model of WHIteBasE

to InTErconnect BASic Elements) method[20]. The WHIteBasE is a hidden
node for integrating relations that include not only a married couple and their
children but also information of those positions. As a result, one individual have
been displayed only once using segment intersections easily. In addition, not
only various layouts such as paper media have been displayed but also intuitive
inputs and inspections such as map display systems have been realized[21],[22].
Moreover, JaBBRoW (Joint ABBReviation for Organizing WHIteBasE) method
has also been proposed for abbreviating a part of genealogy[23]. As a result,
arbitrary relations with horizontal and vertical connections in genealogy can be
abbreviated easily.
On the other hand, there is diﬀerent complex relations these days such as
Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART) that include a sperm or ovum donor,
and a surrogate mother[24]. This work said that ART symbols and pedigree lines
can be displayed on many existing genealogy display software. However, these
software cannot display regular complex relations with segment intersections
perfectly mentioned above. In addition, these layout styles has slant lines between
a parent generation and a child generation. Using slant lines makes displaying
genealogy complicated in the case of using segment intersections. Displaying
all situations both of regular genealogy and medical pedigree such as the ART
cannot be realized using the existing medical line deﬁnitions.
In this paper, a new layout style, ‘Nodes of Eﬀects and/or Way through for
TYing Particular Elements (NeWTYPe)’, is added to the WHIteBasE method.
The NeWTYPe is a node with symbols; ‘Arrow’, ‘Pipe’, and ‘Arrow and Pipe’.
Using the NeWTYPe, complex relations of the ART can be understood easily.
As a result, displaying both regular complex genealogy and the ART can be
realized simultaneously. Our improved software that can display the NeWTYPe
automatically and seamlessly by only mouse operations is presented.
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WHIteBasE and JaBBRoW

In this section, the WHIteBasE method and the JaBBRoW method that are
our previous proposal [20]-[23] are brieﬂy introduced. A regular family relation
between a married couple and their child is managed as an event by a Hidden
Node, WHIteBasE as shown in Fig. 1. The connection model of WHIteBasE
is shown in Fig. 2. WHIteBasE has three keyholes, SL , SR (Substance) and D
(Descendant). Individuals have two keys, A (Ascendant) and M (Marriage). A
can connect with D, and M can connect with SL or SR , where denote one family.

Fig. 3. Brothers and sisters

Fig. 4. Multiple Remarriages

Fig. 6. Regular layout

Fig. 7. Various Layouts

Fig. 5. Adoptions

Fig. 8. Coordinate System

For brothers and sisters, D is extended to multiple keyholes Dj as shown
in Fig. 3. For multiple remarriages, M is extended to multiple keys Mk and
plural WHIteBasEs are used as shown in Fig. 4. For adoptions, A is extended to
multiple keys Al as shown in Fig. 5 where Ap , one of Al , denotes ID for handling
the biological parents, and the others denote IDs for handling social parents.
Fig. 6 shows the regular Japanese layout style. It includes a double horizontal
segment MS (Marriage Segment), a vertical segment TS (Trunk Segment), a
horizontal segment BSS (Brothers and Sisters Segment), and a vertical segment
BS (Branch Segment). The ‘4’ denotes a male, and the ‘°’ denotes a female
that are a couple connected by using MS. For various layouts, MS is extended to
MS, MSv , and MSh named DB (Double Bend), and BSS is extended to BSSh ,
BSSv , and BSSl named HS (Hooked Segment), as shown in Fig. 7.
A set of Wi that deﬁnes WHIteBasEs and a set of Ij that deﬁnes Individual
Nodes are represented by


 i = 0, 1, · · · , imax

Wi = {SL , SR , Dj , Q}
j = 0, 1, · · · , jmax
(1)
Ij = {Mk , Al }
k
= 0, 1, · · · , kmax



l = 0, 1, · · · , p, · · · , lmax
where i, j, k, l and imax , jmax , kmax , lmax denote the IDs and their maximum
values on the data table respectively, p denotes the ID for handling a biological
parents, SL and SR denote the IDs for handling a couple, Dj denote the IDs for
handling descendants, Mk denote the IDs for handling marriages, and Al denote
the IDs for handling ascendants. Individuals are managed by using data table
including names and annotation data. WHIteBasEs are managed by using data
table separated from Individuals.
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Fig. 9. Search pattern of segment intersections for various layouts

(a) Existing Method

(b) WHIteBasE Method
Fig. 10. Number of references

Fig. 11. Displaying Result by using WHIteBasE [25]

A set of Q that deﬁnes coordinate values for each position managed by a
WHIteBasE measured from the origin in the displaying area is represented by
Q = {qb , qL , qR , qd , qcj , qaj , qvl , qvh , qm , qe , qtl , qrb }

(2)

where qb denotes the WHIteBasE’s position, qL , qR denote the parents’ positions,
qd denotes a junction’s position between MS and TS, qcj denotes children’s
positions, qaj denotes junctions’ positions between BSS and BS, qvl , qvh denote
the corners on DB, qm , qe denote the corners on HS, qtl , qrb denote positions of
top-left and bottom-right of all area managed by a WHIteBasE, as shown in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
There are only four kinds of horizontal segments and four kinds of vertical
segments in the WHIteBasE method. The positions of segment intersections can
be calculated by using only 16 patterns of line crossing as shown in Figs. 9(a)-(p).
The half arcs are displayed on the positions of segment intersections. The detailed
information has already been written in our previous research [22].
This algorithm is very fast because it skips when two WHIteBasEs’ areas do
not overlap. In addition, when adoptions are set, the segment style changes to
the dashed segments named AS (Adopted Segment) and the arcs are not used.
One of advantages using WHIteBasE is the decreased reference volume. If
the existing software is used, all of individuals connect with other individuals as

(a) Selecting the area to compact

(b) Compacted area

Fig. 12. Compacted and Recovered Operation by using the Hidden Node, JaBBRoW

shown in Fig. 10(a). In contrast, if the WHIteBasE is used, two reference links
per a child decrease as shown in Fig. 10(b). Moreover, the users can understand
the complex relations intuitively and can input and inspect them easily.
Fig. 11 shows the sample demonstrations by using our previous genealogy
display software that can display complex relations with segment intersections
automatically and seamlessly by only mouse operation [25].
In addition, the JaBBRoW method can be used for abbreviating a part of
genealogy. A selected area of genealogy with abbreviation is managed as an event
by a Hidden Boundary as shown in Fig. 12(a). When the area is compacted,
the dotted rectangle becomes the solid rectangle as shown in Fig. 12(b). All of
relations in genealogy can be maintained while compacting, and all of relations
in the Hidden Boundary can be scaled down to the very small area.
JaBBRoW is deﬁned using a set of hyper-graph G represented by
G = ( V, ² )

(3)

where ² denotes a hyper-edge given by
² = { J0 , J1 , J2 , · · · ∈ V | Ji ∩ Jj = 0, i 6= j }

(4)

where Jk (k = 0, 1, 2, · · ·) denote a Hidden Boundary JaBBRoW, each JaBBRoW
is a disjoint set, and one node is not managed by plural JaBBRoW. On the other
hand, V denotes a set of each node inside the JaBBRoW represented by
V = { V0 , V 1 }

(5)

where V0 and V1 denote a set of Individuals and a set of WHIteBasE respectively
represented by
V0 = { I0 , I1 , I2 , · · · , | Ij ∈
/ Jk then Ij ∈
/ V0 , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · }

(6)

V1 = { W 0 , W 1 , W 2 , · · · , | W i ∈
/ Jk then Wi ∈
/ V1 , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · } (7)
∑
where Ij are coordinate values on the world , and Wi are coordinate values of
only corner points in the WHIteBasE represented by
Wi = {qb , qd , qvl , qvh , qm , qe |qb ∈
/ Jk then qd , qvl , qvh , qm , qe ∈
/ Wi , k = 0, 1, 2, · · ·} .
(8)
As a result, a set of each node inside the JaBBRoW is scaled in each Jk . Note
that qvl , qvh , qm , qe are not calculated when various layouts are not used.

D: Donor
P: Pregnant
S: Surrogate
(a) Sperm donor

(b) Ovum donor

(c) Surrogate only

(d) Surrogate ovum donor

(e) Planned adoption

Fig. 13. Assisted Reproductive Technology Symbols and Deﬁnitions[26]
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3.1

Layout style for Assisted Reproductive Technologies
Existing Deﬁnitions

The common pedigree symbols have been deﬁned in the medical pedigree[26].
It is very important to discuss these symbols, however, it is not necessary to
calculate segment positions for displaying these symbols because they are only
symbols instead of displaying individuals’ names. Therefore, only segment layout
styles are considered for calculating segment intersections in this research.
There are ﬁve segment styles in the ART as shown in Figs. 13(a)–(e)[26]
where ‘D’ denotes Donor, ‘P’ denotes Pregnant and ‘S’ denotes Surrogate, ‘°’
denotes woman, ‘¤’ denotes man, and ‘¦’ denotes sex unknown. The ﬁve layout
styles (a)–(e) mean as the following:
(a) Couple in which woman is carrying pregnancy using donor sperm.
(b) Couple in which woman is carrying pregnancy using a donor egg and partner’s sperm.
(c) Couple whose gametes are used to impregnate a woman (surrogate) who
carries the pregnancy.
(d) Couple in which male partner’s sperm is used to inseminate.
(e) Couple contracts with a woman to carry a pregnancy using ovum of the
woman carrying the pregnancy and donor sperm.
3.2

Problem of these deﬁnitions

It is necessary to draw slant lines between parents and a child in these deﬁnitions.
It is thought that the reason why slant lines are necessary is to display parents
and a donor on the same horizontal position and to display genetic relations with
reproductive technologies. However, if the display distance between a couple and
a donor is long and there is a lot of relations near the couple, the angle of slant
lines becomes small and the segment layout becomes complicated because a lot
of horizontal and vertical segments are crossing on the slant lines. In addition, it
takes more times to calculate positions of segment intersections with slant lines
than using only horizontal and vertical segments. Moreover, these deﬁnitions are
special transcription specialized in medical pedigree and are not general.
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Fig. 14. Sperm donor layouts using Regular Layouts and Direct Segments
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Fig. 15. Ovum donor layouts using Regular Layouts and Direct Segments
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Fig. 16. Surrogate only layouts using Regular Layouts and Direct Segments
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Fig. 17. Surrogate ovum donor layouts using Regular Layouts and Direct Segments
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Fig. 18. Planned adoption layouts using Regular Layouts and Direct Segments
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NeWTYPe

It is important to realize the requirement both of regular genealogy layouts
such as the WHIteBasE method and pedigree layouts for the ART. To realize
this requirement, a new layout style, ‘Nodes of Eﬀects and/or Way through for
TYing Particular Elements (NeWTYPe)’, is proposed in this research. It can be
said that persons other than a couple and a child are only added in the ART
treatment. This scenario only includes connections of donors and/or surrogates
from third persons to the stream between a couple and a child. Existing ART
layouts can be changed to the following new layout styles.
Sperm donor: Figs. 14(a)–(f) show sperm donor layouts where (a) and
(b) denote Regular Layout for a child and children respectively, (c) and (d)
denote Direct Segment from a single parent for a child and children respectively,
and (e) and (f) denote Direct Segment from parents for a child and children
respectively. The horizontal arrow from a third person denotes a sperm donor.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19. Diﬀerent Vertical Positions

(a)

Fig. 20. Generation alignment

(b)

(c)

Fig. 21. The sample using Hooked Segments

These layouts correspond to Fig. 13(a), however, only horizontal and vertical
segments are used. Note that these six layouts without arrows (donors) have
already displayed on the WHIteBasE method. The node of the vertical segment
BS (see Fig. 6) and the arrow segment is one of NeWTYPe. These layouts are
very simple to understand the meaning.
Ovum donor: Figs. 15(a)–(f) show ovum donor layouts where (a)–(f) mean
the same mentioned above. The diﬀerence between sperm donor layouts and
ovum donor layouts is only the sex display of donors that includes a man ‘4’
and a woman ‘°’. These layouts correspond to Fig. 13(b).
Surrogate only: Figs. 16(a)–(f) show surrogate only layouts where (a)–(f)
also mean the same. In this case, genetically parents are the couple and the
surrogate person only takes her place. Considering this meaning, a pipe symbol
is used instead of the arrow. These layouts correspond to Fig. 13(c).
Surrogate ovum donor: Figs. 17(a)–(f) show surrogate ovum donor layouts
where (a)–(f) also mean the same. In this case, the event has not only surrogate
but also donor. Considering this meaning, both an arrow and a pipe symbol are
used together. These layouts correspond to Fig. 13(d).
Planned Adoption: Figs. 18(a)–(f) show planned adoption layouts where
(a)–(f) also mean the same. In this case, two arrows from two persons other than
a couple and a child to the node are used. Note that all donor/surrogate persons
of (a)–(f) are placed at the same vertical position. In contrast, Figs. 19(a)–(c)
show the sample of diﬀerent vertical positions. Both cases use two arrows and
one pipe symbol. These layouts correspond to Fig. 13(e).
Generation Alignment: Fig. 20 shows the sample of generation alignment.
Using the long size of individual’s text-box vertically, the top position of a couple
and a donor/surrogate person can be aligned even though the NeWTYPe is used.
Using Hooked Segments: Figs. 21(a)–(c) show the sample of sperm donor
using Hooked Segments. Using these styles, various layouts with the NeWTYPe
can be displayed. The other samples using Hooked Segments including ovum
donor, surrogate only, surrogate ovum donor, and planned adoption, are similar
to these samples, because the node is located on the BS using both regular
layout, Direct segments, and Hooked segments. Therefore, the ﬁgures of the
other samples are omitted in this paper.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 22. Symbols for the NeWTYPe

001

002

Donor
001

child
002
(a) Model of WHIteBasE

(b) Displaying Style

Fig. 23. Improved WHIteBasE model for the NeWTYPe

As a result, the necessary symbols for the NeWTYPe can be only six types;
‘Arrow’, ‘Pipe’, and ‘Arrow and Pipe’ using solid segment BS or dotted segment
BS as shown in Figs. 22(a)–(f).

5

Improved WHIteBasE model

Symbols ‘Arrow’, ’Pipe’, and ’Arrow and Pipe’ are necessary to display the
NeWTYPe. NeWTYPe ﬂag N is added to the WHIteBasE represented by
Wi = {SL , SR , Dj , Q, N } .

(9)

If N = 0, the WHIteBasE is the normal mode that equals previous model.
If N = 1, 2, 3, the WHIteBasE changes the NeWTYPe mode and the keyhole
D is covered, that means connecting descendants is not allowed as shown in
Fig. 23(a). The numbers of N mean ‘Arrow’ (N = 1), ‘Pipe’ (N = 2), and
‘Arrow and Pipe’ (N = 3). The left individual that has connected with ascendant
WHIteBasE denotes a child of reproductive treatment. The meaning of key M
in the left individual changes to the NeWTYPe connection.
One of this displaying style is shown in Fig. 23(b). In this case, the right
individual in (a) equals to the individual 001 in (b), the left individual in (a)
equals to the individual 002 in (b), and N = 1. If the top position of text box
in the individual is lower than the vertical position of the WHIteBasE that is
NeWTYPe mode, the NeWTYPe (arrow node) is displayed automatically.
The horizontal segment (arrow) is single segment, however, the layout is
similar to MS. Therefore, the same search method for segment intersections
as shown in Figs. 9(a)–(p) can be used for the NeWTYPe in a little change

Fig. 24. Connection model of the WHIteBasE for planned adoptions

(a) Input data

(b) Set NeWTYPe (c) Start NeWTYPe

(d) Drag down

Fig. 25. Instruction for setting NeWTYPe

between single segment and double segment. As a result, the advantages of the
WHIteBasE and the JaBBRoW can be maintained as in the past.
For planned adoptions, plural WHIteBasEs that are set to the NeWTYPe
mode and multiple keys Mk in the child are only used as shown in Fig. 24. In
this case, the deﬁnition of WHIteBasE does not change at all.

6

Demonstration of Our New Software

Figs. 25(a)–(d) show the instruction for setting the NeWTYPe. The detailed
sequence is as the following:
(a) Input data; two Individuals and two WHIteBasEs and connect them.
(b) Select NeWTYPe menu that includes ‘Arrow’ or ‘Pipe’ or ‘Arrow Pipe’ on
the WHIteBasE 001.
(c) The WHIteBasE 001 changes to the NeWTYPe mode and the MS becomes
a single segment automatically.
(d) Drag down the individual 001, the NeWTYPe appears automatically. In this
case, ‘Arrow’ is selected in (b).
Fig. 26(a) shows the sample of ﬁve NeWTYPe test on WHIteBasE where
Individuals 001/002 are a couple, Individual 004 is a sperm donor, Individual
006 is a ovum donor, Individual 008 is a surrogate mother, Individual 010 is a
surrogate ovum donor, and Individuals 012/013 are the case of planned adoption.
In this sample, a lot of arcs for segment intersections are automatically displayed.
Fig. 26(b) shows the sample of ﬁve NeWTYPe test using JaBBRoW. The
JaBBRoW 001 manages the ﬁve NeWTYPe area to abbreviate. The ascendant

(a) NeWTYPe test on WHIteBasE

(b) NeWTYPe test using JaBBRoW

Fig. 26. Our new Genealogy Display Software for ART Layouts

of JaBBRoW 001 is WHIteBasE 008 and the descendant of JaBBRoW 001 is
Individual 015. The stream line from WHIteBasE 008 to Individual 015 can be
seen directly. Note that the JaBBRoW method does not change at all, however,
the function of JaBBRoW can be used even though the NeWTYPe is used,
because the diﬀerence between previous method and new method is only to add
the NeWTYPe ﬂag to the WHIteBasE. The deﬁnition of the JaBBRoW is the
same as our previous research.

7

Conclusion

In this research, a new layout style, ‘Nodes of Eﬀects and/or Way through
for TYing Particular Elements (NeWTYPe)’, that includes ‘Arrow’, ‘Pipe’, and
‘Arrow and Pipe’, could be added to our previous WHIteBasE method.
As a result, not only regular complex genealogy with segment intersections
but also the ART can be displayed simultaneously. Using the NeWTYPe layout,
relations of the ART can be understood easily because slant segments are not
used. In addition, the calculation time of the NeWTYPe is less than the case
using slant segments. Moreover, the layout style of the NeWTYPe is not special
transcription specialized in medical pedigree and this method has wide variety
of use.
Future plan will be conducted to construct grid layouts on semi-automatic,
displaying mythology genealogy, multi OS application, and new genealogy data
format for automatic layouts.
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